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We investigated the influence of gamma radiation of 50 Gy(H2O) on radiation-sensitive
p-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors with an Al gate (RADFETs) with
gate oxide thicknesses of 400 and 1000 nm and gate voltages of 0 and 5 V. The obtained results
showed that the sensitivity S at a given gate voltage increases with the square of the gate oxide
thickness. After irradiation (IR), spontaneous annealing (SA) was performed at room
temperature without voltage at the gate. We present the behaviors of fixed traps and switching
traps, determined by the midgap technique, and that of fast switching traps, determined by the
charge-pumping technique, during IR and SA. A very important characteristic of dosimetric
transistors is fading, which represents the recovery of the threshold voltage of the irradiated
RADFETs during SA. The maximum fading is about 15% after 9100 h, except for the RADFETs
with a gate oxide thickness of 1000 nm and a gate voltage of 5 V, for which it is about 30%. A
fitting equation for fading was proposed, which fitted the experimental fading values very well.

1.

Introduction

Radiation-sensitive field-effect transistors (known as RADFETs or pMOS dosimeters) can be
used as radiation dosimeters for applications such as space, the nuclear industry, and
radiotherapy.(1–7) RADFETs have a small sensor element of less than 1 × 1 mm2 and allow realtime dose measurement in vivo, which is especially important for radiotherapy. A RADFET can
be used as a wireless dosimeter, permanently implanted in vivo.(8) It is encapsulated in
hermetically sealed glass cylinders and used in an unbiased mode during irradiation. The
transistor is powered by radio frequency telemetry for dose measurements, avoiding the need for
a power supply within the capsule.
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The advantages of RADFETs over other dosimetric systems are nondestructive reading of
dosimetric information, very low power consumption, full compatibility with microprocessors,
wide dose range, and low price (especially if the cost of the reading system is considered).
However, they also have the disadvantages of low sensitivity (starting from about 1 rad), low
reusability, and high fading (up to 50%). Thus, it is very important to increase their sensitivity
and reduce fading. The sensitivity can be increased by increasing the thickness of the oxide,
whereas it remains unclear how to reduce fading.
The pMOS dosimeter concept is based on the measurement of threshold voltage shifts, ΔVT,
caused by both radiation-induced fixed traps (FTs) in the gate oxide and switching traps (STs)
near and at the oxide/substrate interface, and converting ΔVT into the absorbed dose D. Both
types of traps increase ΔVT in pMOS transistors, while FTs increase ΔVT but STs decrease ΔVT
in nMOS transistors. Therefore, pMOS transistors are used as radiation dosimeters instead of
nMOS transistors.
To increase the sensitivity of pMOS dosimeters, transistors with a thick gate oxide (400 and
1000 nm) were used in this work. Given the importance of traps in the oxide and at the oxide/
substrate interface for sensitivity and fading, the behaviors of their densities during irradiation
(IR) and spontaneous annealing (SA) were investigated.

2.

Experimental Details

Specially designed, radiation-sensitive p-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors with an Al gate (RADFETs) manufactured at Tyndall National Institute, Cork,
Ireland, having gate oxide thicknesses of tox1 = 400 nm and tox2 = 1000 nm, were used.(9) The
chips of these RADFETs typically contain four transistors, but only the first transistor on the
chip (transistor #T1) was tested.
The RADFETs were irradiated with an ionizing 60Co source to an absorbed dose of D = 50
Gy(H2O). During the radiation, the voltages at the gate were VG,i = 0 and 5 V. After IR, the
RADFETs were annealed by SA for 9100 h at room temperature without a gate voltage (VG,a = 0
V). In cases without a gate voltage during IR and SA (VG,i = 0 V and VG,a = 0 V), all pins were
short-circuited and grounded. For pMOSFETs with an Al gate, such as the RADFETs used in
this study, for the zero-bias mode (no gate voltage), there is a small positive gate voltage of Vwf =
0.33 V due to the difference in the work function between the Al gate and the n-type silicon
substrate, which results in a small positive external electric field in the gate oxide.(10)
The electrical characteristics of the RADFETs during IR and SA were measured using an
automatic system guided by a program written in C# (see Ref. 11 for more details). The threshold
voltage of the RADFETs before IR, VT0 (given in Table 1), during IR, VT,irr, and during SA,
VT,sa, were determined from the electrical transfer characteristics under saturation, as the
intersection between the gate voltage VG axis and the extrapolated linear region of the (ID)1/2 – VG
curve, where ID is the drain current, using the least squares method performed in the Octave
6.2.0 program.(12)
The threshold voltage shifts during IR and SA are

∆VT ,irr = VT ,irr − VT 0 , ∆VT , sa = VT , sa − VT 0 .

(1)
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Table 1
RADFET characteristics, experimental conditions, and sensitivity S.
tox (nm)
Label of used RADFET
VG,i (V)
VG,a (V)
TYNDALL 04 P-3460 W4 3607 015
0
0
400
TYNDALL 04 P-3460 W4 3607 018
5
0
TYNDALL 04 X1370 W4 3109 045
0
0
1000
TYNDALL 04 X1370 W4 3109 046
5
0

VT0 (V)
3.46
3.49
1.96
2.16

S (V/Gy)
0.17778
0.0287
0.288
0.04592

The midgap-subthreshold technique (MGT) was used, which determines the components of
the threshold voltage shifts induced by FTs, ΔVft, and STs, ΔVst.(13)
The relationship between these components and the threshold voltage shift ΔVT during IR
and SA is

∆VT = ∆V ft + ∆Vst .

(2)

The areal densities of FTs, ΔNft (cm−2), and STs, ΔNst (cm−2) for pMOSFETs are(12)
∆N ft =

Cox
C
∆V ft , ∆N st = ox ∆Vst ,
e
e

(3)

where Cox = εox/tox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, εox = 3.45 × 10−13 F/cm is the
permittivity of silicon dioxide, and e is the absolute value of the electron charge.
The STs contain slow switching traps (SSTs) near the oxide/substrate interface and fast
switching traps (FSTs) exactly at the interface, and ΔNst can be expressed as(10)

∆N st = ∆N sst + ∆N fst ,

(4)

where ΔNsst and ΔNfst are the areal densities of SSTs and FSTs, respectively.
Because the used RADFETs have four pins [gate, drain, source, and substrate (bulk) pins],
we were able to apply the charge-pumping technique (CPT). As a much faster technique than the
MGT (a few Hz for the MGT compared with a few MHz for the CPT), the CPT only determines
the density of FSTs. More details of the CPT can be found in Refs. 12 and 14.

3.

Results and Discussion

ΔVT during IR and SA is shown in Fig. 1. Although ΔVT is not generally linear and saturates
with increasing D,(10) the linear function ΔVT = S ⋅ D can be employed for small doses, where S is
the sensitivity. Using this function, we fitted ΔVT with D and obtained a very good agreement
(the correlation coefficients r2 were greater than 0.99). The values of S are shown in Table 1. The
largest drop in ΔVT during SA is for the RADFET with tox = 1000 nm, whereas the other
RADFETs show significantly smaller changes.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Threshold voltage shift during IR and SA.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the ratio between the sensitivities for the two oxide
thicknesses at the given gate voltage is S1000/S400 ≈ 6.25 = 2.52, whereas the ratio between the
thicknesses is (tox2/tox1)2 = (1000/400)2 = 2.52. This shows that the sensitivity increases with the
square of the gate oxide thickness, tox (S ∼ tox2).
Figures 2 and 3 respectively display the behaviors of the areal densities of FTs (ΔNft) and STs
(ΔNst) during IR and SA obtained by the MGT. The highest density of the FTs is for tox = 1000
nm and VG,i = 5 V, and the lowest density is for tox = 400 nm and VG,i = 0 V.
By comparing these two types of RADFETs, it is expected that during radiation, more traps
will be created in the thicker oxide, which has a larger volume of oxide (the same surface area
and greater thickness). Also, a higher external positive electric field, Eext, leads to a higher
density of FTs by reducing the probability of recombination of electrons and holes formed during
radiation and by increasing the transport of holes to the oxide-semiconductor interface. Near the
interface, there are energetically deeper trap centers of the holes.(12)
On the other hand, the density of FSTs (ΔNfst) should not depend on tox and should only
depend on the oxide surface area. Since both oxides have the same surface area, they should
have the same ΔNfst. However, ΔNfst also depends on the Eext, forcing the holes responsible for
creating FSTs to the SiO2/Si interface. The density of SSTs (ΔNsst) should depend on tox and Eext,
since SSTs are located in the oxide, near the SiO2/Si interface. Figure 3 confirms that ΔNst
depends on tox and Eext.
Figure 4 shows the areal densities of FTs and STs for the RADFET with tox = 1000 nm and
VG,i = 5 V. These densities show typical behavior. The values of ΔNft during IR are more than
twice those of ΔNst. During SA, ΔNft decreases markedly, whereas ΔNst increases slightly.
Namely, whereas FTs recover to a significant extent, STs are being created.
The CPT was also applied. As mentioned above, the CPT is much faster than the MGT, which
registers all STs (SSTs and FSTs), whereas the CPT registers only FSTs. However, these
techniques cannot be quantitatively compared. Namely, the two techniques scan different parts
of the Si bandgap: the lower half (MGT) versus the central part (CPT). As interface traps have a
U-shaped distribution along the edges of the bandgap and the CPT cannot reach that part, this
can lead to lower CPT values. Figure 5 shows that the qualitative behaviors of ΔNst (MGT) and
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Areal density of FTs during IR and SA.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Areal density of STs during IR and SA.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Areal densities of FTs and STs during IR and SA.

ΔNfst (CPT) are different. The STs are created during IR and SA, with more STs created during
IR. The density of FSTs saturates during IR and decreases slightly during SA.
SA can be more easily analyzed by fading, which represents the recovery of the threshold
voltage of irradiated RADFETs during SA, defined as(15)
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Densities of FTs, obtained by MGT, and of FFTs, obtained by CPT.

=
f

VT ,irr (50 Gy) − VT , sa (t ) ∆VT ,irr (50 Gy) − ∆VT , sa (t )
=
,
VT ,irr (50 Gy) − VT 0
∆VT ,irr (50 Gy)

(5)

where VT,irr(50 Gy) is the threshold voltage after IR, i.e., at D = 50 Gy, VT,sa(t) is the threshold
voltage during SA, and VT0 is the transistor threshold voltage before IR.
On the basis of the research presented in this paper, the following function can fit the fading:

=
f f sat −

f sat

1 + bt c

,

(6)

where t is the annealing time, fsat is the saturation value of the fading, and b and c are positive
constants. The fading values obtained by Eq. (5) and their fit by Eq. (6) are presented in Fig. 6.
Good fitting can be observed. Table 2 shows the parameters used in the fitting, as well as the
fading values at the end of SA (9100 h).
All the presented results were obtained by measuring the electrical characteristics using a
constant voltage at the drain, VD, which is higher than the voltage at the gate, VG (VD = const.,
VD > VG). VG was changed from zero to a certain negative value and the drain current ID was
measured. However, for faster measurement of the electrical characteristics of the RADFETs,
the drain and the gate, as well as the source and bulk should be shortcutted (VD = VG and VS = VB;
so-called reader-circuit (RC) configuration). ID is forced and VG is measured. In this way, it is
much faster to measure the electrical characteristics of a transistor. We used both methods to
measure the electrical characteristics.
Figure 7(a) shows the electrical subthreshold characteristics of the RADFET with tox = 400
nm and VG,i = 0 V for absorbed doses of 20 and 50 Gy(H2O). The RC configuration cannot reach
a low current level. Although the characteristics between ID = 5 × 10−8 and 5 × 10−7 A, which are
used in the MGT, visually match, there are small differences between them, which result in
differences in the obtained densities ΔNft and ΔNst [Fig. 7(b)]. However, these differences are
less than 10%, and the behaviors of ΔNft and ΔNst are the same. Otherwise, these differences do
not affect the threshold voltages, which are equal for both cases.
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Fig. 6.  (Color online) Fading fitted by Eq. (6).
Table 2
Fitting parameters used in Fig. 6.
tox (nm)
VG,i (V)
f@9100 h
0
0.1532
400
5
0.1576
0
0.1411
1000
5
0.2615

(a)
Fig. 7.

4.

fsat
0.1425
0.1666
0.1571
0.3079

b
0.0017456
0.000393
0.0115898
0.0435784

c
1.06049
1.15315
0.69709
0.57903

(b)

(Color online) (a) Electrical subthreshold characteristics and (b) densities Δ Nft and Δ Nst during IR.

Conclusions

Experimental results have shown that the sensitivity of RADFETs increases with the square
of the oxide thickness at a given voltage. The values of ΔNft during IR are more than twice those
of ΔNst. During SA, ΔNft decreases markedly, whereas ΔNst increases slightly. The behaviors of
STs and FSTs are different during IR and SA. As the density of STs increases, the density of
FSTs saturates and decreases slightly. The proposed fading function fits the experimental values
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very well. It has also been shown that the electrical characteristics obtained by the RC
configuration can be used to determine the density of traps in the oxide and at the interface.
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